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9 books in 1—your key to terrific Web sites!
Your one-stop guide to building great pages with the most     popular tools
     Whether you're opening an e-business or just want to show off the family     reunion photos, here's your complete toolbox for building great Web sites. This     updated edition covers the latest versions of all the cool software like     FrontPage, Dreamweaver, and Flash, plus behind-the-scenes tools like XML and     HTML. You can't go wrong!     

Discover how to:     

	Decide what makes a good Website
	Design and tweak Web pages with HTML
	Add Flash movies to your pages
	Include interactive images
	Use multimedia objects
	Set up your own e-commerce solutions


CD-ROM includes     

	Trial versions of Macromedia® Dreamweaver MX 2004, Flash MX 2004, and Contribute
	xmlspy® Version 2004 Home Edition, evaluation


About the Author
   Emily A. Vander Veer has written several Internet-related books, including JavaScript For Dummies and JavaBeans For Dummies. Her work has appeared in numerous online and print publications including Byte, CNET, Object Magazine, and WEBTechniques.   --This text refers to an out of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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Microsoft SQL Server 2005 New FeaturesMcGraw-Hill, 2004
Get full details on all the innovative features and benefits available in the  upcoming release of SQL Server 2005. This authoritative guide explains the new  and improved enterprise data management capabilities, developer functions, and  business intelligence tools. You’ll see how the new release offers enhanced  scalability,...
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Red Hat Enterprise Linux Server CookbookPackt Publishing, 2015

	Key Features

	
		Create fully unattended installations and deploy configurations without breaking a sweat
	
		Discover and kick-start the newest RHEL 7 configuration and management tools through an easy-to-follow, practical approach for a lazy system management
	
		Be guided by an experienced RHEL...
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Beginning Perl, 3rd EditionApress, 2010

	Perl was originally written by Larry Wall while he was working at NASA’s Jet Propulsion Labs. Larry is an Internet legend, known not just for Perl, but as the author of the UNIX utilities rn, one of the original Usenet newsreaders, and patch, a tremendously useful tool that takes a list of differences between two files and allows you to...
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Do-All Computing in Distributed Systems: Cooperation in the Presence of AdversitySpringer, 2007
Do-All Computing for Distributed Systems: Cooperation in the Presence of Adversity studies algorithmic issues associated with cooperative execution of multiple independent tasks by distributed computing agents including partitionable networks.
Recent results have shed light on the understanding of how adversity affects...
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PostgreSQL 9 Admin CookbookPackt Publishing, 2010

	PostgreSQL is a powerful, open source object-relational database system. An enterprise database, PostgreSQL includes features such as Multi-Version Concurrency Control (MVCC), point-in-time recovery, tablespaces, asynchronous replication, nested transactions (savepoints), online/hot backups, a sophisticated query planner/optimizer, and...
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ASP.NET MVC 2 in ActionManning Publications, 2010

	
		Microsoft ASP.NET MVC (model/view/controller) is a relatively new Web application framework that combines ASP.NET's power and ease of use with the stability and testability of a MVC framework. The much-anticipated version 2 release brings new capabilities to the framework along with numerous additions that enhance developer...
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